
Students smile their way to convocation 

Jain University providing holistic education for the overall development of students conducts its 

2nd annual convocation on 29 September 2012. 1881 graduates from the M.Phil, PG & UG 

programmes were felicitated by Dr. K Meena, Vice Chancellor, Bharathidasan University, Dr. C 

G Krishnadas Nair, Chancellor, Jain University, Dr. R Chenraj Jain, President, Jain University 

Trust in the ceremony that was held at Jain Global Campus. 

Dr. R Chenraj Jain awarded the 39 toppers of class 2012 with Gold medals at the ceremony.  

Dr. N Sundararajan, Vice Chancellor, Jain University gave the welcome address and presented 

the Convocation report on the occasion of Convocation 2012. 

The Chief Guest of the ceremony Dr. K Meena, Vice Chancellor, Bharathidasan University said, 

‘The day of graduation is one day celebration, but, pursuing knowledge is lifelong 

satisfaction.’ In her convocation address, she stressed on the importance and scope of 

globalization that led to advancement in technology through which one can achieve long term 

goals. She also expressed her pleasure to collaborate Bharathidasan University with Jain 

University in building strong path for effective exchange of knowledge in the field of Science. 

Dr R Chenraj Jain who graced the occasion, said, “There is an emergence of knowledge 

economy in the society. Knowledge Power surrounded by social, cultural, political entities need 

to be identified. I foresee the globe becoming multi polar than mono directional. I think Jain 

University in that matter stands unique & different from other universities in building the future 

leaders who are social oriented.” 

Mukesh Kumar Choudary, M.Tech Gold Medalist, who emerged as golden boy at JU 2nd   

annual convocation by winning 2 gold medals said, his stint with JU was the best thing that has 

ever happened. He attributed his success to constant support from parents, encouragement by 

teachers and friends.  

 

A large gathering comprising the graduating students, their parents, guests from the industry, 

Members of the Board of Management & Academic Council, deans of faculty and staff of Jain 

University attended the grand ceremony. 

 

 

 


